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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a locally compact abelian group with the property that every 
open neighborhood of the identity contains an element of infinite order. 
Hewitt and Kakutani [I] have shown that such a group contains a subset P 
which is linearly independent over the integers; i.e., if {xi, -a-, +} is any 
finite set of distinct elements of P and (n,, a**, n,} is a set of integers not all 
zero then zcl n,x, # 0. In addition it was established that P supports non- 
trivial continuous measures and that P may be taken as perfect. 
We denote by M(G) the set of all regular complex-valued Bore1 measures 
on G. With the total variation as a norm and convolution as multiplication, 
M(G) is a Banach algebra. For definitions and a resume of interesting theo- 
rems concerning M(G), see [2]. 
As is pointed out in [2] not much about the topological nature of the ideal 
space,dM,GJ,of M(G) is known. In this note we describe a certain subalgebra, 
M, of M(G) and characterize, topologically, its ideal space AM (Theorem 1). 
By a well known device we can imbed, homeomorphically, the space AM into 
the space &?M,Gj (Theorem 2). 
In Section III we prove the &kv boundary of M is all of dM (Theorem 4). 
Because the details in the proof somewhat obscure the essential ideas, we 
present a brief outline here. The crucial points are: the reduction from an 
M(G)-problem to an L1-problem and the construction of an appropriate 
homomorphism using Theorem 1. Let h, be an element of JM and let U 
be any open neighborhood of h, determined by a finite set pi, *+*, p,, of 
measures in M. Notice h&pi, -) = h, 1 Li(pJ is an element of L”&) with 
(( ho& a) Ilrn < 1. Consider Lm(& with the w*-topology and let B(p,) 
denote the compact unit ball of this space. We may think of Y(pJ as a set of 
continuous functions on B&) and let J&‘(& be the al’gebra of continuous 
* This research was supported by National Science Foundation grant G14876. 
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functions on B&J generated by Li(p,). We then prove (Theorem 3) that 
g&n any element p of B(pi) and any w*-neighborhood W of p, theve exists an 
ekment g of &(t.~*) which assumes its maximum absolute value only inside W. 
Since h&i, .) is in B(pJ, we use the w*-neighborhoods of the h&, *) 
determined by U (in a fashion described in detail later) and Theorems 1 and 3 
to construct a homomorphism h contained in U and a measure in M whose 
transform assumes its maximum absolute value at h but at no point in the 
complement of U, proving the assertion. 
In Section IV we enlarge the algebra M to include the absolutely continu- 
ous measures and then prove analogues of Theorems 1 and 4. 
II. THE ALGEBRA M AND ITS IDEAL SPACE 
Let P be a linearly independent subset of G which supports a 
nonzero continuous measure in M(G). Set Q = P u - P (G is written 
additively and thus - P = (-- p: p E P}) and let MC(Q) be the set 
of all continuous measures in M(G) which are concentrated in Q. We 
proceed to generate a proper closed subalgebra M of M(G) in the 
following way. First, let MO be the algebra generated by M,(Q) and all 
discrete measures on G. Next, denote by Mi the set of all measures in 
M(G) which are absolutely continuous with respect to some member of MO; 
in symbols, Mi = (h E M(G) : 3~ E MO with X < p}. Finally, let M be the 
closure of Mi. In [3] we have shown: 
(*) M is a closed proper subalgebra of M(G), and 
(**) er~~y linear functional L on M(Q) (= the set of all measures con- 
centrated on Q) with 11 L (1 < 1 and L(uJ L(o-,) = 1 for all x E Q, can be 
extended to a homomorphism on all of M(G). 
The existence of such a homomorphism is proved in [l]. In [3] we actually 
constructed one from the given linear functional. A short summary of how 
this construction proceeds will be helpful to the reader. 
Suppose that L satisfies the conditions of (**) above. It is easy to see there 
is a (not necessarily continuous) homomorphism xL from G to the circle 
group such that xL(x) = L(u%) f or each x E Q (where CT~ is the measure of unit 
maas concentrated on LX). If 6 is any discrete measure on G, we may write 
s = I& z,u, with E& 1 z, 1 < 00. Now set xL(S) = C,“=, .znxL(.xJ and 
notice if S is ;“n M(Q), then L(S) = ~~(8). (There may be many homomor- 
phisms x with the property x(x) = L(u,) for all x E Q. We fix one of these and 
call it xL.) 
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Now a typical element CL of M,, can be represented as 
where 8 and 6, are discrete and pimj are in M,(Q) for 1 2 i < m, and 
1 5 j < n. If L satisfies the conditions set forth above, we let 
h(p) = XL(a) +2 XL(&) fj L(Pi,j)* 
j=l i=l 
This turns out to be a well defined function which is a continuous homo- 
morphism on MO. The extension of h to ikl, is accomplished via &eider’s 
“generalized functions” (see below for definition) and the extension to a 
continuous homomorphism on M is obvious. Let h also denote this homo- 
morphism on M. To make the final extension to M(G) we prove 
M(G) = M @ MI (MJ- is the set of all measures orthogonal to every member 
of M) and that Ml is an ideal. Now write any TV E M(G) as TV = pi + pa 
with pr E M and pa E ML. Set h’(p) =I h(pJ. Then h’ is a homomorphism on 
M(G) and it agrees with L on M(Q), completing the construction. 
REMARK. We say a homomorphism h on M(G) is symmetric if, for every 
measure p in M(G), there is a CL* in M(G) such that PA(h) = [p*“(h)]- 
where pI^ is the Gelfand transform of p and the bar denotes complex con- 
jugate. It is well known that not every homomorphism is symmetric. Clearly, 
every character of G represents a symmetric homomorphism. An unanswered 
question is the following: Is every symmetric homomorphism in the closure 
of the set of characters ? A negative answer was given in [4] for the real line 
case. We are now afforded a quick proof of this. Let R be the real line. 
Rudin [5] has proved the existence of a positive nonzero continuous measure 
p concentrated on an independent set P and such that tag vanishes at infinity. 
Let M be the algebra constructed above; recall that M(R) = M @ Ml and 
Ml is an ideal. Let a: be any character on R and for A in M(G) 
write h = h, + ha with h, in M and ha in Ml. Define h,(A) = j CX( - x) d&(x). 
Then h, is a homomorphism on M(G) and is clearly symmetric since 
(h*h = (hi)* for i = 1, 2 where h*(E) = h(- E). If h, is in the closure of 
the set of characters, then Ja(- X) dp(x) = h,(p) = 0 since /.L” vanishes at 
infinity. Thus, by the uniqueness of Fourier-Stieltjes *transforms, there is 
some h, which is not in the closure. 
Now let h be any linear functional on M(G). According to &eider [6] there 
is a “generalized function” h(p, x) such that h(p) = lh(p, x) dp(x) for all 
E.L E M(G). A “generalized function” is a complex-valued function g on 
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M(G) x G such that (a) for fixed CL, g(p, X) is p-measurable and (b) if p < X, 
then g(cL, 4 = g(h ) x a.e. with respect to CL. If h is a homomorphism, then, 
in addition, h(p * h, x + y) = h(p, X) h(h, y) a.e. with respect to the product 
measure p X X. 
Suppose h is a homomorphism on M(G) and u, is the measure of unit mass 
concentrated at x E G. Set xL(x) = h(o,, x). Then xh(x + y) = h(a,+,, x J- y) 
= h(u* * (TV, x + y) = h(o,, x) No,, y) = xh(x) x1(y). Since /I h I/ = 1, it 
follows that xh is a (not necessarily continuous) homomorphism on G to the 
circle group. Clearly, then, for every discrete measure 6 = x:1 ziuzt, 
h(S) = 7% ~,Xh(Xi). 
We are now ready to characterize the maximal ideal space of the algebra 
M constructed above. 
THEOREM 1. The ideal space Am of M is homeomorphic to S x r where S 
is the closed compact unit ball of [M,-(Q)]* with the w*-topology and r is the 
compact character group of G considered as a discrete gr0up.l 
PROOF. Let h be any homomorphism on M. Since M contains all discrete 
measures, there is a unique xh E P such that X*(X) = h(o,, x). Also 
L = h I M,(Q) is an element of S. Thus, we may identify h with the pair 
(Lh, xh). We will show this identification is a homeomorphism from ~,I, 
onto 5’ x r. For any pair (L, x) E S x r and any p E M(Q) we write 
p == 6 + p’ with 6 = x2”,, ~~a,~ a discrete measure and p’ continuous. 
Define &&) = xy=r ztx(xi) + L(p’). We further provide that the value 
of 4.,x at every discrete measure on G is determined by x. It is easily verified 
that hL*, satisfies the conditions of result (**) above and hence can be 
extended to a homomorphism, h, on M. Under the identification, h will 
correspond to the pair (L, X) and this proves the mapping is onto. Now sup- 
pose h, and h, are inAM and both correspond to the pair (L, x). Then h, and 
h, agree on MC(Q) and they agree on every discrete measure on G. Recalling 
the construction of M and property (b) of generalized functions, we see that h, 
and h, are identical on M. Thus the mapping is one to one. Finally, let 
h E&~{ and let (Lh, xh) E U x V a basic open set in S ‘* r with 
and 
V = {X E r: ( x(x~) - Xh(Xj) [ < ~2; XT E G;j = I, “‘, m}. 
1 This result was presented to the American Mathematical Society on January 25, 
1961 under the title Subalgebras of measure algebras. 
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The set 
W= (A E&M : I Nb.) - h(&) I < min {el, es}; A, = pe, 1 I p I n 
and 
4 = =zp- n<pcn+m) 
is open in &?M, contains h, and is mapped into U x V, proving the mapping 
is continuous. Since AM is compact (M contains the identity measure ua) 
and S x r is Hausdorff, the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 2. The space AM,,, contains a set homeomorphic to S x r. 
PROOF. As was pointed out earlier M(G) = M @ Ml and ML is an 
ideal. Thus, for ,U E M(G) we write p = pI *+ pa with /.~r EM and t~a E Ml. 
Define 7: M(G) -P M by r(p) = pi; then T is a homomorphism onto M with 
kernel ML. It is well known (see [7, p. 1161) that under these conditions the 
dual mapping of AM into AM,,, maps A&,, homeomorphically onto the hull 
of ML. 
III. THE SILOV BOUNDARY OF M 
The following notation will be used throughout this section. Let TV be any 
positive continuous measure on G of total mass one. Let B(p) be the closed 
unit ball in L”(r) with the w*-topology; thus B(r) is a compact space. Set 
K(p) equal to the subset of B(p) consisting of all functions with absolute 
value one a.e. with respect to ~1; in symbols, 
K(P) = {p 6 B(P) : I P(x) I = 1 a.e. r-l>. 
For f E L’(r) and p E B(p), we define f^(p) = J-f(x)p(x) c&(x). Now fA is a 
continuous function on B(p) and we let d(p) be the aZgebra (of continuous 
functions on B(p)) generated by all f h with f E L’(p). 
We need the following results. 
LEMMA. If p is in K(p), then there is an element g in d(p) such that g assu- 
mes its maximum absolute value at p and nowhere else in B(p). 
PROOF. Let p E K(p) and set f = p-, the complex conjugate of p. Then 
f E V(p) and g = -$ [fA + (f^)q E d(p). For q E B(p), we have 
g(q) = 4 [f*(q) + (fAb-d>“l = & Ll-f(x) q(x) 444 + (J-f64 q(x) 444)7- 
Since 11 TV )I = 1, it follows 1 g(q) 1 2 1 for all q E B(p). Now f = p-, so 
f(x)p(x) - 1 a.e. 1-1 and g(p) = 1 because p is positive. On the other hand, 
suppose q E B(p) and f”(q) = 1. Then the integrals of Re (f(x) q(x)) and 
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Im (f(x) q(x)) would have to be 1 and 0, respectively. But p is positive, of 
mass 1, and 1 f(x) q(x) ( 2 1; it follows that Re (f(z) q(x)) = 1 and q = f- 
a.e. CL. So p and q are the same elements of B(p). Therefore, if q # p, we may 
write f”(q) = re’B with 0 < r < 1 and 0 < 0 < 27r. Now 
g(q) = & [Yt+ + r%P] 
and 1 g(q) 1 < 1 which completes the proof. 
The next statement and its proof seem to be common knowledge, but the 
author could not find a ready reference in the literature. 
LEMMA. If p is a nonnegative continuous measure, then K(p) is w*-a%nse 
in B(p). 
PROOF. It is a simple matter to reduce the problem to the real case and 
then it suffices to consider only B’(p) = (f E B(p) : f(x) 2 0 for all x}. Let 
be any basic open set. Now the extreme points of B’(p) are the characteristic 
functions pE, and it follows from the Krein-Mii theorem that the vector 
(sfh&, ee.9 .bbW 1 ies in the closed convex hull of the set of vectors 
{(Jo&,+, **e, j’q&,dp) : E C G}. But, by LiapounofI’s theorema this set 
of vectors is already closed and convex. Thus there is a 9E such that 
J’fh,dp = J~$L& for 1 I i I n and the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 3. If W is any w*-open set in B(p), then there is an element in 
d(p) which assumes its maximum modulrrs only inside W. 
PROOF. The theorem follows directly from the two preceding lemmas. 
We are now ready to prove the main result. 
THEOREM 4. The &lov boundary of M is AM. 
PROOF. Let h,, EAT and let U be any basic open neighborhood of h,,. We 
prove the theorem by showing there is a measure in M whose transform 
assumes maximum absolute value inside U but not on its complement. To that 
end let U = {h Ed M : ( A(& - h&J ( < t; pr EM, 1 I i < n). By con- 
sidering the real and imaginary, positive and negative parts of the pi and 
considering ]I pi 11, it is clear we can find a neighborhood of h,, contained in U 
which is determined by nonnegative measures of unit mass. Also, it follows 
from Theorem 1 and its proof there is a neighborhood of ?z,, contained in U 
* See, e.g., Halmos, Bull. Am. Math. Sot. 54 (1948). 
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which is determined by continuous measures concentrated on Q and some 
point measures. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume pi 2 0, 
JI~jJ)=l,~I~MC(Q)forl~i~p<nand~j=~Z,for~<i_<n. 
Let k = kl and write PZ = PM + r2,2 with I+.~ < plB1 and ~~~~ I I+ 
In general, for 1 <j < p, write pj = t~r,~ 7 a.* + pj,* with pisj <pisi for 
i <j and pj,r orthogonal to all pi,< with i < j. For 1 5 i < j 5 p, let fi,r be 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative ofpu,,i with respect to t.~~,~; i.e., dpi,j ==fi,jdpi,i. 
Returning to the homomorphism ha, we recall h, is a generalized function 
and ho I WqJ = &,(P~.~, a> is in the unit ball, B(&, of Lm(pi,J since 
11 h, 1) = 1. For 1 _< i I p, consider the w*-neighborhood (in B(pIJ) 
< c/n;iIj<p I 
about the element h,,(~~,~, e).From Theorem 3 and the proof of the lemma 
preceding it, we know there is a ki E L1(piJ and gj = & [Kj^ + (&^)a] in 
&(pi,i) which assumes its maximum modulus at, say, q1 in lJi and nowhere 
on the complement of Vi. Let )li be the measure defined by 
hi(E) = 1, h(x) dpi,i 
and let II, = 9 [h, + hi * hi]. Finally, set /1 = /1, * *a*  (1,. 
If D represents the algebra of all discrete measures on G, then I’, the set 
all (not necessarily continuous) homomorphisms on G to the circle group is 
the ideal space of D. Also r is the Silov boundary of D since the set DA of 
transforms is self conjugate and separates points. Now ha ( D = xhO E r and 
we consider the open (in r) set 
about xh,. It follows there exists a discrete measure 6 such that 6^ assumes its 
maximum absolute value at, say x0 E U,, and nowhere on the complement 
of u,. 
We digress a moment to consider the measure 6 * A. Suppose b is any 
homomorphism on M; then 
b(6 * A) = b(6) b(A) = b(6) fi b(A,) = b(S) fi 8 [(b(k) + b(X,)2)]. 
i-1 61 
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If we let 6 = xy=, ziuyi, then 
b(6) = fg &Xb(Yi) = @(Xa). 
i=l 
Also 
b(X,) = j b(hj, X) d&(x) = 1 &qi, X) d&(x) (because h, <pi,<) 
= 
I 
b(~.(,~, X) K,(x) dp&x) (by definition of hi, above) 
Thus 
Recall that 6” assumes its maximum on x0 and each gi assumes its maximum 
on qi. We will now build a homomorphism h on M with Xh = xs and 
h(pj,i, -) = pi; clearly (6 * A)” will assume its greatest absolute value on 
such an h. 
For any measure TJ concentrated on G, write q = q, + Q + -** + r],+r 
where Q, is discrete, qi <pi,< for 1 5 i 5 p and ~,+r is continuous and 
orthogonal to all pi,i* 
Now define 
h(rl, x) = q&) a.e. vi; 
I 
x0(4 a-e. q. 
1 lilp 
0 a.e. rloil. 
Since the pi,i’s are orthogonal, h(q x) as defined above is a generalized 
function. Because x0 is a homomorphism and 1 qi(x) 1 5 1 we see that 
h(q, X) satisfies the conditions of result (**) above and hence we may extend 
it to a homomorphism h on all of M. Clearly, ,yh = x0 and h(pi,ip -) = qi and 
as we have pointed out earlier (8 * (1)^ assumes its maximum on h. 
We must verify that h E U, the original neighborhood of h,,. For any m, 
1 <mlp, 
m 
= 
N 
h(w, x) Co&) 
i=l 
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= g J 9i(3E)h,m(X) dPi,i(x)* 
because each qi E U,. A similar argument for the discrete measures a,‘ holds 
and h E U. Now suppose b EJ~ and b $ U. Then either there exists an i, 
1 5 i 5 p, such that b(pi.4, *) $ Vi or xb .$ U,,. In either case we have 
1 b(S * /1) 1 < ( h(6 * II) (. This completes the proof. 
REMARK. In light of the lemma preceding Theorem 3, we have actually 
proved a slightly stronger statement: If b EAT and 1 b(pi, *) I = 1 a.e. p1 
where pi E M&Q), 1 I i I n, then there is a measure in M whose transform 
may assume its maximum modulus only olt those h EAT with h(pi, -) = b(pi, a) 
a.e. pi, 1 < i 5 tt. We will need this stronger version in Theorem 6 below. 
IV EXTENSION OF RESULTS 
Our objective in this section will be to enlarge the subalgebra M to include 
the absolutely continuous measures and then prove analogues of Theorems 1 
and 4 about the new algebra. 
Again, we let P be a linearly independent set which supports nontrivial 
continuous measures and let Q = P v - P. We then generate the albegra M 
as in Section II. Now M is semisimple (for, if p is a nonzero element of M, 
there is some character which cut down to M is nonzero on p) and since 
every homomorphism on M has an extension which is identically zero on Ml, 
it follows MI is the kernel of its hull. Obviously, the absolutely continuous 
measures, U(G), are contained in ML. Let A be the kernel of the hull of E(G). 
Then A is a closed ideal and A C Ml. Now set B = M @ A, a closed sub- 
algebra of M(G). 
Clearly, the transform of every element in A vanishes off of G” (= the 
continuous characters on G); hence we may identify its ideal space .&A with 
G^. It follows from these facts, and the device used in Theorem 2, that 
As = AM v G^ = S x I’U G^ and that G^ is an open subset of JB. 
The analogue of Theorem 1 is 
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THEOREM 5. Let (GA), be the one poist compactiJication of G”. Then 
.Ay, is homeomorphic to that subset of S x F x (G^)m consisting of 
S x I’x {~}u {((~,a,a):a~G~}. 
&?MARK. Of course, a E S means the element defined by 
PROOF. The homeomorphism is defined as follows. Let h EJ~; if h + 0 
on A, then h = a E GA and we let h f-) (a, a, a); if h = 0 on A, then 
h ( M t) (L, xh) E S x r and we let h e) (L,, xr, -). Clearly, this corres- 
pondence is one to one and onto. It remains to show continuity. Suppose 
(Lh, xn, Q)) is an element of the basic open set U = V x W x Z. Then the 
complement of Z in GA is compact and so there is an open set Y inAB about 
h such that Y u GA C Z. Intersecting Y with the obvious open set (see proof 
of Theorem 1) yields an open set about h which gets mapped into 
U. On the other hand, suppose a E GA and (a, 01, u) is in a basic open 
setU=Vx WxZ.Forthemoment,weassumethem@pingjiomGAtoS 
(a + f u(x) d&x)) is continuous. Thus, there is an open set I” in GA which 
contains a and which is mapped into V. If 
let 
W = {x E r : I x(x,) - a(q) I < E; 1 I i 1. n}, 
W’ = {y E GA : 1 y(q) - a(q) ( < E; 1 I i zz n} 
an open set in GA. Finally, let Z - (a~} = Z’. Then V’ f~ W’ n 2’ is open 
in GA (hence open in A&, contains u and the correspondence sends it into U. 
Thus, the mapping is continuous and the theorem will follow when we have 
proved the lemma below. 
LEMMA. The mapping from GA to S &$ned by the remark above is con- 
tinuous. 
PROOF. Let a E U = (L E S: IL&)-c+$\ < r; P~EMC(Q)); 1 <i <;n). 
Let 8 = max (1, 11 pL1 11, ***, 11 p,, II}. Since each pi is regular and finite, 
we can find a compact C, C G such that 1 pi 1 (C;) < e/4 (here, Cj denotea 
the set complement of C,). Let C = UT,, C1; C is compact. Now- 
the set W=(y~G^:\y(jc)-4or(x)l<e/~;x~C} is open in GA, it 
contains a, and it is mapped into U. For, if y E W, then 
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I Y(tLi) - 4-b) I 22 j, I YCx) - a(X) I d I Pi I Cx) 
+ j, I ~(4 - 44 I d I pi I (4 
-=C 5 Ii pi II + 2 ($) I 6. 
This proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 6. The ,%lov boundary of B is all of~?~. 
PROOF. It is clear that every character is in the boundary. Suppose 
htt(L,,xh,aJ)ES x I’ x (00) and U= Y x W x 2 is any basic neigh- 
borhood about h. We know, by Theorem 4, there is a measure in M whose 
transform assumes its maximum absolute value in V x W and nowhere on 
its complement inAM. It is conceivable, however, that there is a character not 
in U = V x W x Z at which this transform has maximum modulus. The 
argument below eliminates this possibility. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume V= {LES:IL(pJ-h(pi)( <c;pi~Mc(Q); 1 liln} 
where the pi’s are nonnegative of unit mass, JL~ # 0 # pa, and ,ul I pa. 
Now those elements L E S with 1 L(p, a) 1 = 1 a.e. p for all /.L E M,(Q) are 
certainly w*-dense in S; since pi I pa we can find an L, E V which is in 
this dense set and also does not agree with any character on all of M,(Q) 
(i.e. L, is not in the range of the mapping 01-+ s a(~) C(x)). Using the strong 
version of Theorem 4 (see the Remark after that result) we may find a 
measure in M whose transform assumes its maximum in U and nowhere on 
its complement in &YB. The theorem follows. 
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